manuscript available, which is that of the Basel university library. Considering the wide interest in Aquinas' interpretation of the beatitudes, there is an urgency to at least disclose this part of the manuscript. After a brief description of the status quaestionis, we will present an edition of Aquinas' commentary on Mt. 5,1-10. Through the apparatus, the reader can observe where this manuscript shows significant deviations with the three later manuscripts. Furthermore, it gives references to the many Biblical, patristic, and philosophical sources used by Aquinas.
Available Manuscripts and Present Editions
The Leonine edition of the works of Aquinas is still far from complete. For most of Aquinas' works, this is not a problem since the present editions form an acceptable basis for scholarship. The Marietti edition from the 1940s and 1950s is a particularly valuable tool. With the commentary on Matthew, there is a problem though. 4 The issue was outlined by H.-V. Shooner, in an article on behalf of the Leonine commission. 5 In short: an early Italian editor of the commentary used a model which had lacunae in chapters five and six. He solved this problem by inserting parts of a commentary by the Dominican commentator Peter of Scala. These interpolations were later forgotten, and came to be considered as part of the authentic commentary of Aquinas. It was R. Guindon who identified this problem in 1955. 6 In a happy coincidence, the Leonine commission found another witness to Aquinas' lectures on Matthew in that same year. A manuscript in the Basel university library, with shelf mark B.V.12, which had long gone unnoticed was found to contain a copy of the reportatio of the lectures from Mt. 1,22 to the end of chapter twelve. This discovery is important for two reasons. First, it gives us a witness to the text which is much closer to the original reportatio. 7 The Basel manuscript is a late thirteenth or early fourteenth century manuscript from Paris. 8 It is a copy of a copy of the original reportatio done by Aquinas' secretary Peter of Andria. There are indications that it was corrected on the basis of a direct copy of the reportatio. By contrast, the three other manuscripts are of a later date, from the mid-sixteenth century. 9 These three manuscripts, based on further copies of the manuscript were all copied in the scriptorium of Vespasiano da Bisticci in Florence. 10 Second, Gałuszka argued that the importance of the Basel manuscript lies in the fact that its text is of an overall higher quality than that of the other manuscripts. 11 This manuscript presents the text of Peter of Andria, whereas the editions present the text of the Parisian secular scholar Leodegar of Besançon from chapter 6 on. A comparison of these two texts has shown that Peter's scribal work is of a higher quality. 12 Since its discovery, parts of the Basel manuscript have appeared in print. Most noteworthy among these is the edition of T. Gałuszka, which offers a fully edited and annotated text of the first two chapters of the gospel of Matthew. 13 Renard's edition of Mt. 5,20-48 is also very valuable, but it does not refer back to the Italian manuscripts. 14 The other publications consist of partial transcriptions of the Basel manuscript, which together present this text from Mt. 5,10b to Mt. 6, 34 . 15 Yet, the first ten verses of Mt. 5 were never edited. All of the material edited to date has been incorporated in a recent Latin-English publication of Aquinas' commentary on the gospel of Matthew. 16 For the first time in centuries, we now have publications of the commentary that consist exclusively of texts by Aquinas, without lacunae.
Presentation of the Edition
The following pages present an edition of the manuscript B.V.12 from f. 25rb line 23 to f. 31rb line 24. This offers a commentary on Mt. 5,1-10, which corresponds with #396-445 of the Marrietti edition. Aquinas' own divisio textus for the sermon on the mount forms the basis for this selection. According to his interpretation, the seven beatitudes describe the beatitude of those who are observers of the doctrine of Christ. The eighth beatitude, "blessed are they who suffer persecution", is taken as the perfection of the first seven. It is this unit of the divisio textus which is found in the following text. From there, Aquinas moves on to the beatitude of those who are the ministers of the doctrine of Christ. This latter part of the text is available as Leonina inedita in the Busa edition of Aquinas' opera omnia. But since it is an inedita, it has neither a critical apparatus nor references. The scribe of the Basel manuscript makes abundant use of abbrevations and symbols. These have been written out in full, in order to present the text as the first scribe put it down, and as it was then edited by at least one other scribe. 17 The text was edited by making use of the three other known manuscripts of the commentary on Matthew. 18 In principle, the edition follows the text of the Basel manuscript. The reader should take note that it is written in what Dozois called the "kitchen Latin" of the reportator. 19 In a few cases, the Basel text is corrected on the basis of one of the Italian manuscripts. This is done only when this renders a variant reading that is of greater clarity, and that is consistent with the rest of the commentary or Aquinas' source material. The apparatus presents these variations to the reader, and does not mark other interventions on the manuscripts, such as marginal annotations. One of the reasons to refrain from incorporating these interventions in the apparatus, is that the annotations of B.V.12 often concur with the text of the Italian manuscripts. Although we closely follow the text of the manuscripts, a number of interventions were made, using principles similar to those of Renard. 20 This means that interpunction and capitalization was added, and that the spelling was standardized. Furthermore, the scribe of the Basel manuscript alternatively uses Roman and Arabic numerals. All references have been standardized to Roman numerals. As a courtesy to the reader, Scriptural quotations are given in italics. References to the text commented upon are in italicised bold text. The footnotes give references to the different authorities quoted in the text, as well as references to authorities which are not quoted but which likely formed the basis for a certain formulation or insight. In the case of Biblical quotations, the full Vulgate text is given in the footnote. 21 Although this text differs from Aquinas' Parisian Bible, the reader will note great similarities between the phrase quoted in the commentary and the Vulgate. 22 Furthermore, similar passages in other works of Aquinas are indicated. These do not include references to the beatitudes in Scriptum III dist. XXXIV and STh I-II, qq. 68-69, since the considerable overlap between these questions and the commentary would overflow the apparatus.
The Commentary on the Beatitudes in the Basel Manuscript
For most of the text, the Basel manuscript concurs with the present editions. In fact, mistakes that are found in the editions can also be found in the manuscript. For example: when commenting on the beatitude of those who hunger and thirst for justice, the text announces a tripliciter division of justice. 23 The correct indication would have been dupliciter. This is clear not only from what follows, but also from other sections of the commentary, and other works of Aquinas. But a study of the Basel manuscript does offer the reader a few surprises. Those familiar with the present editions will notice that some discussions are more extensive, albeit in a very modest manner. When commenting on the beatitude of the pure of heart the manuscript further elaborates on how God can be seen in this life by referring to Paul's description of "being caught 21 Bibliorum Sacrorum Iuxta Vulgatam Clementinam, Nova Editio, Roma, Typis Polyglottis Vaticanis, 1929. 22 The Vulgate text is "the most faithful reflection of the textus receptus of the thirteenth century": A.M. ten Klooster, 'The Two Hands of Thomas Aquinas', 870 n. 59. 23 Sup. Mt. #427. up to the third heaven". 24 Another, more striking difference is that where both the Marietti edition and the Italian manuscripts describe how full beatitude is included at the beginning of the sermon on the mount, the manuscript states that false beatitude is excluded. The Basel text is plausible in light of what follows. Some minor errors from the edition can be corrected on the basis of the manuscript, for example by reading mites instead of misericordes. 25 At some points, the Marietti edition quotes different Scriptural authorities, on other grounds than a disagreement or omission in the manuscript tradition. The most relevant of these cases is the reference to Isaiah 11,2. 26 The Marietti quotes Isaiah 66,2, thus missing a reference to the gifts of the Holy Spirit. Other deviations present new challenges to the interpretation of the text. In commenting on common and heroic virtue, the present editions state that these virtues are called divinae. 27 In the same place, the Basel manuscript reads dona. Such details in a reportatio should not lead to wild theological speculation, but the differences between the texts urge the reader to reconsider his reading of them and question what Aquinas may be trying to explain in this particular part of his lecture. Especially because up until now there was only one known instance of the expression "vocantur dona" in all of Aquinas' works. And it is probably no coincidence that it is found in the discussion of the beatitudes in the Summa Theologiae. 28 The present text bears the title postilla rather than lectura. 29 Although none of the previous editions has this title, postilla is the oldest indication for the commentary. This is the term written on the first page of the Basel mansucript by one of its first owners. The present version of the postilla is a working edition, and not a definitive edition of this part of Aquinas' commentary on Matthew. We happily defer to the experts of the Leonine commission for the formidable task of preparing a full edition. A scholar, or scholars, 
SUMMARY
There is a renewed interest in Thomas Aquinas' interpretation of the beatitudes. An important source for the study of the beatitudes is Aquinas' commentary on the gospel of Matthew. However, the available editions of this commentary present a text that ignores the oldest manuscript, and has omissions and deviations with regard to this Basel manuscript. In this article, we offer an edition of that part of the manuscript which contains the commentary on Matthew 5:1-10. The critical apparatus has a double function: it records variant readings, and it provides references to the Biblical, patristic, and philosophical sources employed by Aquinas. While we await the Leonine edition of the commentary on Matthew, the present text can serve as a basis for studying Aquinas' interpretation of the beatitudes. 76 Vel aliter: ista terra modo est mortuorum quia 5 subiecta est corruptioni, sed liberabitur secundum apostolum, Rom. 77 Ergo ista terra quando erit glorificata et liberata a seruitute corruptionis uocabitur terra uiuentium. Vel per terram intelligitur celum empyreum in quo sunt beati. 78 Et uocatur terra quia sicut se habet terra ista ad celum, ita celum illud ad celum sancte trinitatis.
Sigla codicum

10
Vel possidebunt terram, idest corpus suum glorificatum. 79 Augustinus exponit metaphorice et dicit quod per hoc intelligenda est quedam soliditas sanctorum in cognitione prime ueritatis. 80 162 Eph. IV: solliciti seruare unitatem. 163 Tertio, quia per hoc homo assimilatur Deo, quia ubi est pax non est aliqua resistentia. 164 quod ponitur regnum celorum quantum ad gloriam anime et <corporis>. 179 Virtuti enim anime respondit regnum celorum, sed martirio respondit beatitudo que consistit in glorificatione corporum propter supplicia que passa sunt. Vel aliter: regnum celorum pauperibus promittitur in spe quia non statim euolant, sed 15 martiribus in re quia statim euolant. 180 
